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Eventually, you run out of fools as the market for any investment overheats. By doing so, that person creates a
self-fulfilling prophecy that helps bring about the future event. Sort By: Search in a paper said if you hold
risky securities and are able to borrow - buying stocks on margin - or lend - buying risk-free assets - and you
do so at the same rate, then the efficient frontier is a single portfolio of risky securities plus borrowing and
lending The theory also attempts to give an understanding of the whole economy using a bottom-up approach,
which starts with an individual markets and agents. Oaktree Research. An investor notices that a stock is
undervalued, buys it, and watches as other investors notice the same thing, thus pushing the price up to its
proper market value. Tobin's Separation Theorem says you can separate the problem into first finding that
optimal combination of risky securities and then deciding whether to lend or borrow, depending on your
attitude toward risk. That's why there is just one straight line in the picture, and one unique optimal mix on the
efficient frontier; so the problem of building an optimal portfolio is "separated" into somehow finding the
optimal mix and then combining it with cash to give you your desired risk tolerance" Moneychimp,  It
illustrates that the expected return on any risky asset is a linear combination of various risk factors" Orion, 
They may be right to an extent, but the stock price may actually rise by virtue of being heavily-shorted. This
means that the stock is accurately valued until a future event changes that valuation. Rational Expectations
Theory The rational expectations theory states that the players in an economy will act in a way that conforms
to what can logically be expected in the future. Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Malkiel, Conclusion "Over
the last fifty years, innovations in financial markets research have led individual investors to be more
knowledgeable about asset classes and more aware of the performance of money managers" Dimensional,
Understanding and utilizing the previously mentioned financial theories enables financial managers and
individual investors the ability to identify and determine levels of risks, resulting from investments, with more
accuracy on both a domestic and global scale. Prospect theory is important for financial professionals and
investors. This same transaction can be framed outside of rational expectations theory. This means that you
could make money from an overpriced stock as long as someone else is willing to pay more to buy it from
you. You either believe in it and adhere to passive, broad market investing strategies, or you detest it and focus
on picking stocks based on growth potential, undervalued assets and so on. Wikipedia b, The EMH comes in
three forms. Calculating the equilibrium price of just one good, in theory, requires an analysis that accounts
for all of the millions of different goods that are available" Fact,  Individual investors are more mobile than the
big funds and thus can react to severe news faster, so odd lot sales can actually be a precursor to a wider
sell-off in a failing stock instead of just a mistake on the part of small-time investors. For the investor, the
challenge is to overcome the disappointing predictions of prospect theory and become brave enough to get the
returns you want. Consequently, the buying pressure created by the short sellers covering their positions will
push the share price upward. References Dimensional History. Short sellers have to eventually cover their
positions by buying the stock they've shorted. Finance Theories. It then showed that if there's only one
portfolio plus borrowing and lending, it's got to be the market" Moneychimp,  The weak version which stands
up pretty well, though not perfectly, to empirical testing says that it's impossible to predict future movements
in asset prices on the basis of past movements, in the manner supposedly done by share market chartists, Elliot
wave theorists and so forth. Investing according to the greater fool theory means ignoring valuations, earnings
reports, and all the other data. That is, people are more afraid of a loss than they are encouraged by a gain.
This correction is thought to be a natural part of the trend, as it's usually caused by skittish investors taking
profits early to avoid getting caught in a true reversal of the trend later on. The Bottom Line We have covered
a wide range of theories, from technical trading theories like short interest and odd lot theory to economic
theories like rational expectations and prospect theory.


